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Japanese New Year 



!   New Year’s Day is the most important day of the year for 
most Japanese. People participate in various types of 
events and activities and pray for good luck during the 
upcoming year. 

!   Special food is prepared, New Year’s cards are 
exchanged, children receive gifts of money, people 
dress in traditional きもの and special games are played. 

!   Much like Christmas in Australia, it is a time for families 
to reunite and celebrate together. 



おせちりょうり - osechiryouri 
!   This dish contains various 

foods prepared 
exclusively for New Year, 
packed into tiered, 
lacquered boxes. The 
food will last for several 
days over the holiday 
season. 



ぞうに - zooni 
!   The most popular dish eaten at New 

Year is ZOONI. It is a clear soup made 
from rice cakes, radish and other 
vegetables. The Japanese believe that 
eating zooni will guarantee a long and 
healthy life. 



おとしだま - otoshidama 
!   Children are not given 

presents at New Year, 
rather, they are given 
small, decorative 
envelopes (called 
POCHIBUKURO) filled with 
money. Children can then 
go and buy whatever they 
like. 



かどまつ - kadomatsu 
!   This decoration, made from pine 

branches, bamboo and straw, is used 
in pairs, one on each side of the front 
gate or door. Pine represents 
longevity. 



かがみもち - kagamimochi 
!   This is an offering to the gods. It 

consists of two mochi (rice cakes) 
and a mandarin. It is placed in the 
tokonoma (alcove) of the house. 



だるま - daruma 
!   A good luck charm 

(originally Buddhist-the 
name comes from 
“dharma”) 

!   Colour in one eye and 
make a wish.  

!   Colour in the other eye 
when the wish comes 
true! 



はつもうで - hatsumoude 
!   From New Year’s Eve until 

January 7, people pay their 
first visit of the year to a 
shrine or temple to pray for 
health and happiness in the 
coming year. 

!   Ring the bell, bow, clap 
hands twice, make your wish 
and bow once more. 



たこあげ - takoage 
!  Kite-flying, a popular pastime for 

children at winter time. 



はねつき hanetsuki 
!   Traditional Japanese badminton. 

The loser has some calligraphy 
ink put on his or her face as a 
penalty. 

 



ふくわらい - fukuwarai 
!   A game similar to “Pin the Tail on the 

Donkey”, where players are blindfolded 
and have to place parts of a face onto a 
poster. 



こままわし - komamawashi 
!  A type of spinning top, with a 

cord 
 



ねんがじょう 
nengajou 
!   New Year’s postcards. They are 

held by the post office and all 
delivered on the morning of 
January 1. 

 


